INFLUENCE OF COOLING LUBRICANTS ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN INDUCTER AND MATERIAL SURFACE DURING SCRATCH TESTS
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Abstract. Striving for the optimization and the increase of efficiency of various systems demands further developments of the classic manufacturing methods. Especially grinding processes, which are characterized by undefined cutting-edge geometries, reveal many fields where there still is a lack of understanding. In particular, the processes at and their effects on the individual abrasive grit are insufficiently researched and, therefore, do not allow sufficiently accurate behavior predictions.

In order to optimize grinding processes and, ultimately, the resulting quality of the workpiece surface, it is necessary to look at the entire process in a holistic way. Due to the large number of influences to which the grinding process is subject, it is initially advisable to break down the process as far as possible into individual scratch tests and then gradually return to the overall process. One approach is the development and expansion of an FEM-based physical force model, which allows for the simulation and prediction of a scratch tests and, subsequently, also the entire grinding process with all relevant influencing factors.

One of these influencing factors, which are essential but mostly unconsidered, are cooling lubricants, especially their tribologically favorable influence on the interaction between workpiece and indenter. Therefore, it is important to identify and investigate the different aspects, such as the friction phenomena of scratch tests that are influenced by the use of cooling lubricants. In addition to temperature and force characteristics, which have been found to differ with and without cooling lubricant, differences in the scratch geometry on the material surface have also been observed in recent tests. Based on these findings, this work examines the relationship between scratch geometry and cooling lubricant.

It turned out that scratch tests conducted with cooling lubricants have an influence on the topography of the scratch on the workpiece surface in addition to the influence on the tangential and normal forces. The ratio of scratch width to scratch depth is used for evaluation. A reduction of this ratio is observed in the scratches with cooling lubricants and is, therefore, interpreted as a reduction of the scratch width as a result of the use of cooling lubricants.
1 INTRODUCTION

Interactions between particles significantly determine the behavior of many machines and systems. Particle to particle interactions are very important in the field of tribology. Tribology describes the material science that deals with friction, wear and lubrication between surfaces that move relative to each other [1]. Tribological phenomena can be found in almost any system. In addition to those systems in which tribological effects are essential for the functionality of processes, in other systems tribological effects can cause problems and high energy losses [2]. In addition to the negative impacts of tribological effects, they are a decisive aspect for the functionality of many industrial manufacturing processes. This includes all machining processes, and among these, in particular grinding and lapping [3,4]. Both manufacturing processes have similar process behavior within a small observation range [5]. Here, the removal mechanism by individual abrasive grains is noteworthy. In grinding, the abrasive grains are distributed in a fixed compound, whereas in lapping these are loose abrasive grains [1]. However, even with lapping, individual cutting grains can “jam” and create continuous scratch marks similar to the grinding process.

These two manufacturing processes have become indispensable in almost every branch of industrial production. As a result of constantly increasing demands on precision and surface quality, grinding and lapping are becoming more and more important. For example, many manufacturing tools such as drills or milling cutters are produced by grinding. In particular, grinding as a manufacturing process known since ancient times is subject to continuous optimization [6]. However, even with all the advancements, both the grinding and lapping processes remain very complex. This is mainly due to the fact that during grinding, as well as lapping, several geometrically undefined abrasive grains are constantly interacting with the workpiece. As a consequence, both processes are difficult to describe and the mechanisms at individual abrasive grains are not yet fully understood. As an exemplary approach, the process forces can be recorded and statistically reduced to a single abrasive grain of a grinding wheel. However, this does not provide an understanding of the individual processes and the reaction forces occurring at the individual abrasive grain. [5]

In order to address this gap of knowledge and to get a better understanding of these processes, Sridhar et al. [7] has created a physical force model that is especially designed to map the grinding process completely. Therefore, this force model should be capable of depicting the precise processes between the abrasive grain and the workpiece. Among other things, this includes the representation of the plastic deformation of the workpiece, such as the pile-up of the edge areas of a scratch, as well as the prediction of the process forces for a single or multiple abrasive grains. Previous approaches to the description of grinding processes and their effects on the grinding forces are partially related to specific material pairings and exclusively to the recording of the total forces [8]. Qiang et al [9] uses an empirical approach to describe the grinding process, but also uses only the total force of the process for validation. Demir et al. [10] investigated the influence of the abrasive grain size on the total force by using different grinding wheels. Nie et al. [11] have used mathematical statistics to derive a cutting grain and used it to show the influence of cutting speed and cutting depth on the process forces. However, the inclusion of cooling lubricants in the simulation approaches is not provided [11,12]. In the same way, the physical force model of Sridhar et al. [7] also does not include the integration
of cooling lubricants and only considers the dry interaction between the cutting grain and the workpiece. But since cooling lubricants are almost always present at an industrial standard, they must be included in such a physical force model. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the developed force model by considering the cooling lubricant as well as investigating the influence of cooling lubricants on the grinding process experimentally. Preceding investigations already showed that scratch tests with cooling lubricants produce higher tangential and normal forces than dry scratch tests [13,14]. In order to provide an explanation for this effect, a macroscopic observation of this effect using optical measuring methods will be used. The aim is to uncover if the effects in the force progression also show specifically optical indications on the surface of the workpiece. In order to be able to make a general conclusion regarding the influence of cooling lubricants on the surface finish or the scratch geometry and to be able to include this knowledge in the physical force model, real experiments with various cooling lubricants have been carried out.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to investigate the influence of cooling lubricants on the workpiece surface during scratch tests, first of all scratch tests are carried out with and without cooling lubricants. For this purpose, the test rig shown in Figure 1 is used, which allows to vary the scratching speed, scratching depth and grain geometry in addition to dry and lubricated scratching tests. In addition, during the scratch test, the resulting forces, which are divided into tangential forces and normal forces, can be detected by a force sensor and the workpiece surface by a distance laser. A dynamometer (type 9160AA from Kistler) is used to record the forces. Measuring the distance and setting the scratch depth is realized by a confocal displacement sensor (model series CL-3000 from Keyence). To perform the scratch test itself, a standard procedure of several steps is carried out first. An important step is, that the workpiece is cleaned with acetone in

Figure 1: Test rig used for the preparation of unlubricated and lubricated scratches
an ultrasonic bath. This step is necessary to ensure that there are no remains of production-related cooling lubricants or other contaminants, such as those caused by skin contact. The cleaned workpiece, made of aluminum (EN AW-2024) in these tests, is then placed in the rig’s clamping device. By using the confocal displacement sensor, the workpiece and the indenter, as the scratching tool, can be adjusted to the required scratch depth. First for this purpose those both parts are placed in such a relation, that the indenter is barely touching the workpiece surface. From this initial contact point the scratch depth can be set afterwards the indenter has been moved away from the workpiece surface. To carry out the scratch test itself, the linear unit, which contains the fixing device with workpiece, is moved to its starting position. Before a test starts, the required scratching speed has to be set. Following this, the test can be carried out. During the test, the linear unit moves from left to right and passes with the workpiece surface through the tip of the indenter.

Depending on the selected scratch speed, scratch depth, and grain geometry of the indenter, a representative scratch formation results on the workpiece surface. In order to carry out the tests in a lubricated environment, a cooling lubricant is applied in front of the indenter with the use of a dosing unit (type C1000 from Vieweg), see Figure 1. To simplify the investigation and focus on the main interaction between workpiece, cooling lubricant and indenter, the cooling lubricant is represented by reference oils (FVA2 and FVA3 differ in terms of their viscosity from Weber Reference Oils) because they do not contain any additives which could cause additional effects on the force signal. For further evaluation, the workpieces are cleaned again to eliminate remaining cooling lubricant and aluminum chips, which can lead to misinterpretations during the evaluation. A digital microscope (VHX-7000 series from Keyence) is used for the optical analysis of the workpiece surface. With the use of this digital microscope, the surface topography of the workpiece can be measured contact-free and additionally displayed as a three-dimensional relief.

3 RESULTS

All data measured here refer to a scratch depth of 80 µm and a scratch speed of 500 mm/s. The varying parameters considered are the grain geometry of the indenter and the scratching speed.
environment, which is either dry or lubricated. The cooling lubricants used are represented by the two reference oils FVA2 and FVA3. The reference oil FVA2 with \( \nu = 85 \text{ mm}^2/\text{s} \) at 20°C has a significantly lower viscosity than the reference oil FVA3 with \( \nu = 300 \text{ mm}^2/\text{s} \) at 20°C. The variation of the indenter geometry is limited to the size of the grain angle. We used exclusively indenters with a diamond tip and cone shapes with the angles 90°, 105° and 120°. Figure 2a shows the magnification of a scratch relief preformed by a cone indenter with an angle of 90° which is shown in Figure 2b. For the evaluation, a plane cut is made through the previously mentioned relief of a scratch. Figure 3 shows the scratch as a profile generated by this cross section. It is noticeable that the preset 80 \( \text{µm} \) is not reached due to elastic material effects and possible elasticities of the mounting of the indenter. Therefore, we do not evaluate the absolute depth of the scratch, but the ratio of width \( d \) to depth \( t \), which should not change for a cone depending on the depth. Based on these values, the ratio \( d/t \) between scratch width and scratch depth is then used for further interpretation. Considering the ratio has the advantage that the values can be recorded at any point of the scratch. In contrast, when recording workpiece surface to absolute scratch depth, the scratch width cannot always be determined without uncertainty. In addition, the consideration of the ratio offers better comparability than the pure parameters scratch width and scratch depth. Figure 4 shows the mean values of the ratios of scratch width and scratch depth for the different conditions. It can be seen that the use of the reference oils FVA2 and FVA3 shows a different ratio of scratch width to scratch depth than in dry scratch tests. The ratio decreases when the reference oils are used, which in turn means that the scratch width decreases when the reference oils are used. Therefore in particular the reference oils FVA2 and FVA3, causes not only an increase in force [13,14] but also a recognizable influence on the surface structure or the appearance of a scratch. The increase in the ratio of scratch width to scratch depth in the lubricated tests indicates a decrease in the scratch width. Consequently, scratches under the influence of cooling lubricants are less wide than the corresponding unlubricated scratches. As an explanatory approach, two possible effects should be considered, which in combination can explain the findings. Firstly, the use of cooling
Figure 4: Mean values d/t for different cone angles in unlubricated and lubricated tests, a) cone angle of 90°, b) cone angle of 105°, c) cone angle of 120°

Lubricants improve the penetration or sliding of the indenter through the material. Secondly, cooling lubricants are known to support the transport of chips and material accumulations [15]. These two effects cause less material to be agglomerated when cooling lubricants are used and, at the same time, excess material is removed more efficiently. In reverse, more material can accumulate in front of and around the indenter in unlubricated scratch tests. Material accumulations formed in this way can be the reason for the fact that these themselves have an additional contribution to the material removal in addition to the indenter. Material removal therefore results in a marginally larger scratch gap in unlubricated scratch tests. It can be seen that there is also a difference in the ratios between the two reference oils FAV2 and FVA3. It is important to mention that the reference oils differ significantly in their viscosity. In industrial manufacturing processes, cooling lubricants with different viscosities are used for different requirements. For the elimination of heat, mainly low-viscosity oils are used whereas high-viscosity oils are used for producing high surface qualities [15]. However, it should be underlined that the standard deviations are in general quite high. The results presented here are based on 19 measured values with no lubrication, FVA2 and FVA3. As these results are preliminary, further series of experiments must be carried out to obtain more conclusive results and to confirm this trend.

Another effect that can be observed in Figure 4 is the considerably lower values for the indenter angle geometry with an angle of 105°. Despite the low values, the trend with relation to the cooling lubricants remains the same. Since measured values from different samples were used, a measurement error can be excluded in this aspect. For a possible explanation of this phenomenon, a close look at the indenter tip and scratch topography, as shown in Figure 2, is useful. It can be seen that both indenter tip and the deepest point in the scratch topography are not ideally pointed. In the case of the topography of the scratch, this simply represents the negative image of the indenter and is therefore always also dependent on its basic shape. However, the indenter is subject to manufacturing and physical limitations, which means that there can be no indenter with a perfect tip. This circumstance of course applies to all the indenter
geometries we used. It is possible that production-related restrictions already exist between the indenter angles themselves. It is therefore obvious that the ratio of the indenter with a cone angle of 90°, especially in the area of the tip, already has greater deviations than this with a cone angle of 105°. Which can respectively mean that with 90° indenters mainly a more rounded tip, due to the manufacturing process, generates the scratch. Another possible cause could also be the increased wear with pointier indenters. In this case, it is possible that the indenter tip already wears out during the very first contact with the workpiece in such a way that an effective scratch test with a 90° indenters is not possible at all. However, in order to explain this effect better, special investigations are required with regard to the indenter geometries and their wear. At the current state of research and with the explanatory approaches already mentioned, it can only be concluded that a possible threshold exists between the indenter angles of 90° and 105°.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it can be observed that scratch tests with cooling lubricants have an influence on the topography of the scratch on the workpiece surface in addition to the influence on the tangential and normal forces. It can therefore be argued that differences between dry and lubricated scratch tests can be seen when considering the ratios of scratch width to scratch depth. A scratch on the workpiece surface always represents the negative image of the indenter which is used. The ratio of scratch width to scratch depth is the same at every point along the indenter and its depth can be assumed to be fixed. Therefore, a reduction of this ratio in the scratch is also interpretable as a reduction of the scratch width. In addition, the viscosity of the cooling lubricants also seems to have an effect on this ratio. Due to the high deviation in the mean values of the ratio $d/t$, however, no valid statement can be made about the influence of the viscosity at the present state.

BESIDE the influence of the cooling lubricants, two further phenomena were observed. Firstly, the ratio of scratch width to scratch depth of the indenter with the cone angle of 105° deviates strongly from the other two angles. However, this can also be attributed to issues of the indenter with the cone angle of 90°. On the other hand, the set value of 80 mm for the scratch depth deviates considerably from the actual scratch depths obtained on the workpiece surfaces. This effect can be explained by the flexibility of the test rig and the material parameters of the workpiece.

The most important finding for the implementation of cooling lubricants in the existing physical force model is the reduction of the scratch width when using cooling lubricants. For this purpose, an appropriate modeling approach has to be created, which can reflect this effect and can be integrated into the existing one.
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